++ Battalion Detachment +5CP (T'au Empire) [76 PL, 1,369pts] ++
T'au Empire Sept Choice: T'au Sept

+ HQ [12 PL, 158pts] +
Cadre Fireblade [2 PL, 42pts]: 2. Through Unity, Devastation, Markerlight [3pts], Warlord . Puretide engram neurochip
Commander Shadowsun [10 PL, 116pts]: MV62 Command-link Drone [6pts]

+ Troops [6 PL, 105pts] +
Strike Team [2 PL, 35pts]
  . Fire Warrior Shas'ui [7pts]: Pulse rifle . 4x Fire Warrior w/ Pulse Rifle [28pts]
Strike Team [2 PL, 35pts]
  . Fire Warrior Shas'ui [7pts]: Pulse rifle . 4x Fire Warrior w/ Pulse Rifle [28pts]
Strike Team [2 PL, 35pts]
  . Fire Warrior Shas'ui [7pts]: Pulse rifle . 4x Fire Warrior w/ Pulse Rifle [28pts]

+ Elites [44 PL, 854pts] + Dahyak Grekh [2 PL, 20pts]
XV104 Riptide Battlesuit [14 PL, 278pts]: 2x Smart missile system [30pts], Advanced targeting system [18pts], Heavy burst cannon [35pts], Velocity tracker [10pts]
XV104 Riptide Battlesuit [14 PL, 278pts]: 2x Smart missile system [30pts], Advanced targeting system [18pts], Heavy burst cannon [35pts], Velocity tracker [10pts]
XV104 Riptide Battlesuit [14 PL, 278pts]: 2x Smart missile system [30pts], Advanced targeting system [18pts], Heavy burst cannon [35pts], Velocity tracker [10pts]

+ Heavy Support [14 PL, 252pts] +
XV88 Broadside Battlesuits [14 PL, 252pts]
  . Broadside Shas'ui [7 PL, 126pts]: 2x High-yield missile pod [50pts], 2x Smart missile system [30pts], Advanced targeting system [6pts], Seeker missile [5pts]
  . Broadside Shas'vre [7 PL, 126pts]: 2x High-yield missile pod [50pts], 2x Smart missile system [30pts], Advanced targeting system [6pts], Seeker missile [5pts]

++ Outrider Detachment +1CP (T'au Empire) [14 PL, 256pts] ++
T'au Empire Sept Choice: Sa'cea Sept

+ HQ [3 PL, 50pts] +
Ethereal [3 PL, 50pts]: Honour blade, Hover drone [1 PL, 5pts]

+ Elites [2 PL, 50pts] +
Firesight Marksman [1 PL, 25pts]: Markerlight [3pts], Pulse pistol [1pts]
Firesight Marksman [1 PL, 25pts]: Markerlight [3pts], Pulse pistol [1pts]

+ Fast Attack [9 PL, 156pts] +
Pathfinder Team [3 PL, 52pts]
  . Pathfinder [8pts]: Markerlight [3pts]
  . Pathfinder Shas'ui [8pts]: Markerlight [3pts]
  . 3x Pathfinder w/ Ion Rifle [36pts]: 3x Ion rifle [21pts]
Pathfinder Team [3 PL, 52pts]
Pathfinder [8pts]: Markerlight [3pts]
Pathfinder Shas'ui [8pts]: Markerlight [3pts]
3x Pathfinder w/ Ion Rifle [36pts]: 3x Ion rifle [21pts]
Pathfinder Team [3 PL, 52pts]
Pathfinder [8pts]: Markerlight [3pts]
Pathfinder Shas'ui [8pts]: Markerlight [3pts]
3x Pathfinder w/ Ion Rifle [36pts]: 3x Ion rifle [21pts]

++ Outrider Detachment +1CP (T'au Empire) [20 PL, 374pts] ++
T'au Empire Sept Choice: T'au Sept

+ HQ [8 PL, 134pts] +
Commander in XV86 Coldstar Battlesuit [8 PL, 134pts]: Airbursting fragmentation projector [8pts], Drone controller [5pts], High-output burst cannon [16pts], Missile pod [15pts]

+ Fast Attack [12 PL, 240pts] +
Tactical Drones [4 PL, 80pts]. 4x MV1 Gun Drone [40pts]
. 4x MV4 Shield Drone [40pts]
Tactical Drones [4 PL, 80pts]. 4x MV1 Gun Drone [40pts]
. 4x MV4 Shield Drone [40pts]
Tactical Drones [4 PL, 80pts]. 4x MV1 Gun Drone [40pts]
. 4x MV4 Shield Drone [40pts]

++ Total: [110 PL, 1,999pts] ++